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April 8th, 2018
Violence in the Middle East and 50 Years After the Violent Death of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Hugh Hewitt talks with Michael Oren, former Israeli Ambassador to the U.S about the upcoming 70th
anniversary of Israel’s independence and the bloody Palestinian protest at Israel’s border. Hugh Hewitt
and Jeffrey Goldberg, editor in chief for The Atlantic, discuss Goldberg’s interview with Crown Prince of
Saudi Arabia, Mohammed bin Salman. Pete Peterson, Dean of the Pepperdine Graduate School of Public
Policy, sits down with Ed Martin, regarding the electoral process. Oklahoma and Kentucky teachers are
making noise, their red state politicians are listening and Michael Medved is talking about it. Larry Elder
turns to Dr. Sebastian Gorka, former advisor to the President, for more about the appointment of John
Bolton as Director of the NSA. Michael Medved caught up with South Carolina’s Congressman Trey
Gowdy and Senator Tim Scott, who have collaborated on a book project. Marking the 50th anniversary of
the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Michael Medved turns to Jason Riley to talk about his
latest Wall Street Journal piece about the message of Dr. King that is a challenge to much of what we see
from activists today.

April 15th, 2018
Gassing of Civilians Puts Syria in the Crosshairs
Senator Joni Ernst, a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, joins Hugh Hewitt to discuss the
United States response to the deadly chemical attack by the Syrian regime leader Bashar al-Assad on the
rebel-held town of Douma, Syria. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg faced hard questions from Congress
on censoring conservative content, like that of Diamond and Silk. Hugh Hewitt and Larry Kudlow,
Director of the National Economic Council, take on the issue of tariffs and how it appears China has
softened their rhetoric. John Fund, national affairs columnist for National Review, and Hugh Hewitt
discuss the issue of alleged voter fraud in California. Dennis Prager looks at the emotional damage
women may face from the “Hookup Culture.” Michael Medved looks at the reality of gun confiscation in
one American city, Deerfield, Illinois. Freedom of speech on college and university campuses is under
attack and Dr. Everett Piper, President of Oklahoma Wesleyan University, an outspoken proponent of
freedom of speech on campus filled in Mike Gallagher to take on that subject.

April 22nd, 2018
Remembering a Great First Lady: Barbara Bush, and Comey’s “Revenge Tour”
Remembering First Lady Barbara Bush, Bill Bennett, who served Barbara’s husband, George H. W.
Bush, shares about her warm personality, as does Hugh Hewitt in his tribute to the late First Lady. Jim
Daly, President of Focus on the Family in Colorado, and Michael Medved share troubling details
concerning California’s Assembly Bill 2943, which will have a chilling effect on conservatives,
Christians, and commerce. Mike Gallagher turns to Molly Himingway of the Federalist to discuss former
FBI Director James Comey’s book “A Higher Loyalty,” which has fueled “Revenge Tour,” against
President Trump. Hugh Hewitt invites retired Admiral James Stavridis to discuss CIA Director Mike
Pompeo’s secret meeting with North Korea’s Kim Jung Un over Easter, then turns to Senator Tom Cotton
to shed light on the tensions with Russia since the U.S., British, and French strike on Syria, and if Russian
sanctions are to be expected. Jamie Glazov, author editor of Front-page Magazine, shares with Larry
Elder some very important questions that were not asked of Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerbert during his
appearance before Congress. London has now passed New York City in per capita murders, and Larry



Elder points out the hypocracy of the London mayor’s knife ban patrols.

April 29th, 2018
A Look Back and a Look Ahead with Speaker Paul Ryan
Retiring Speaker of the House Paul Ryan joins Hugh Hewitt looking on his accomplishments as
Congressman and Speaker of the House. Michael Medved and Daily Beast columnist Gordon Chang
discuss the evolving and historic developments between North Korea, the United States and the world.
Dennis Prager questions if protests over political disagreements are crossing the line of civility. Michael
Medved shares how James Shaw, the hero who stopped the shooter at a Waffle House restaurant in
Nashville, Tennessee, continues to be a hero for the victims. Dennis Prager looks at a bill in the California
legislature challenging the ability of religious traditionalists to provide services to those struggling with
sexual identity or orientation. Hugh Hewitt asks Jeffrey Goldberg, editor of The Atlantic, about the hiring,
then firing, of Kevin Williamson allegedly over a comment he made about abortion years earlier. Mike
Gallagher looks at the unusual comments made by Toronto mayor John Tory during a press conference
that followed the deadly automobile attack killing 10 and leaving 14 others hurt.

May 6th, 2018
Two Huge Tests for Trump Diplomacy
Michael Oren, former Israeli Ambassador to the United States, joins Hugh Hewitt to discuss how the
possible Iranian duplicity during the brokering of the Iran Nuclear Deal recently uncovered by Israeli
intelligence might affect that fragile deal. Michael Medved examines the historic meeting between North
Korea’s Kim Jong Un and South Korean President Moon Jae-in. Hugh Hewitt and Senate Majority
Leader Mitch McConnell look at the Federal judiciary and the pace of judicial appointments and
confirmations. Michael Medved looks at the question about the accuracy of Israel’s Prime Minister
Netanyahu’s claims regarding the Iranian nuclear agreement. Dennis Prager talks with author and
commentator Jonah Goldberg about his new book, “Suicide of the West, How the Rebirth of Nationalism,
Populism and Identity Politics is Destroying Democracy.” Andy Puzder, trial lawyer, restauranteur and
author discusses his new book, “Capitalist Comeback,” with Larry Elder. Mike Gallagher gives his take
on Trump supporter Kanye West and his willingness to attract the scorn of peers, fellow entertainers, and
even California Congresswoman Maxine Waters.

May 13th, 2018
Iran Deal, Hostage Release and Elections Give Trump a Big Week
Congressman Mike Gallagher talks with Hugh Hewitt about President Trump’s decision to pull the
United States out of the Iran nuclear deal. New York Times columnist Bret Stephens and Hugh Hewitt
look at the Iranian reaction. Michael Medved examines former President Obama’s reaction complaining
that the pullout was a “serious mistake” and accusing Trump of being “so misguided.” As President
Trump and North Korea’s Kim Jong Un get ready for their upcoming meeting, three hostages held by
North Korea were released and Mike Gallagher celebrates that news. Iowa Senator Chuck Grassley
speaks with Hugh Hewitt about the rapid-fire federal judge confirmations. Michael Medved looks at how
the low unemployment has created new employment problems for some cities…not enough workers.
Dennis Prager has his take on the prom dress controversy and how the young lady who posted innocent
pictures of her dress had no idea the storm it would create. Michael Medved looks at the reworking of
school history textbooks to include the historical contributions by the LGBT community.

May 20th, 2018
U.S. Fulfills Promise to Israel in Embassy Move to Jerusalem
Hugh Hewitt and Lanhee Chen, of Stanford Law and the Hoover Institution, sit down to talk about the
judicial confirmation process in the U.S. Senate. Phil Cowan invites Jonathan Keller, of the California
Family Counsel to examine California AB 2943, “Unlawful business practices: Sexual Orientation
Change Effort” that would ban the assistance of helping individuals with issues of sexual orientation.



Mike Gallagher and Israeli businessman Mein Weingarten discuss the move of the U.S. Embassy from
Tel Aviv to Jerusalem. Michael Medved speaks with Michael Oren, former Israeli Ambassador, about the
demonstrations in Gaza following the embassy move. Heather Mac Donald and Larry Elder hash out the
latest regarding the “Me Too” movement. Homelessness is the topic discussed by Michael Meved with
academic Sarah Rankin. Dennis Prager looks at an NPR who reporter gets tangled up while trying to
cover up bias because the subject doesn’t cooperate.

May 27th, 2018
Former Hillary Advisor Calls for End to Mueller Investigation
Hugh Hewitt sits down with Mark Peen, pollster and adviser to former President Bill Clinton about his
op-ed piece calling for an end to the Mueller investigation. Mike Gallagher speaks with Mercedes
Schlapp, White House Director of Strategic Communication, about President Trump’s plans to stop
funding of abortion via Planned Parenthood. Michael Medved explains how Planned Parenthood has the
most to lose. Larry Elder takes a look at the FBI’s intrusion into the 2016 Trump campaign by planting a
spy within the campaign. Michael Medved looks at how the media and Nancy Pelosi took President
Trump’s comments on immigrants out of context and how they are damaging their own credibility.
Dennis Prager looks at the link between bullying and school shootings.
June 3rd, 2018

An Early Look at the 2018 Election
Hugh Hewitt turns to Tim Alberta of Politico for clarity on the upcoming November midterm elections.
Mike Gallagher discusses the recent Florida Publix “die-in” initiated by David Hogg has caused Publix to
capitulate to Hogg’s demands. Hugh Hewitt speaks with Health and Human Services Deputy Secretary
Eric Hargon, who signed and a press release explaining a what is really happening to the children at the
U.S Mexico Border. Michael Medved discusses the NFL’s new less than acceptable policy on the
National Anthem. Larry Elder speaks with Tom Harris, Executive Director of the International Climate-
Science Coalition on his recent article on global warming. Michael Medved invites Christiana Holcomb
of Alliance Defending Freedom to share about her case involving a High School student’s right to privacy
related to opposite-sex bathroom usage. Hugh Hewitt speaks with author and columnist Selina Zito on her
latest project called “The Mainstreet Project,” in which she invites kids to be immersed in Western PA
culture, much of which has been lost.

June 10th, 2018
Masterpiece Cakeshop Owner Talks Victory at Supreme Court
Hugh Hewitt and Michael Medved speak with Jack Phillips, owner of The Masterpiece Cake Shop, and
ADF lead council, Kristin Waggoner, to recount their six-year battle against the Colorado Civil Rights
Commission and the Supreme Court’s groundbreaking ruling in favor of religious liberty. Michael
Medved discusses the “Me Too” Movement’s next target, Bill Clinton. 98.9 FM The Answer’s Chuck
Douglas speaks with Vice President Mike Pence for an insider view into what it’s like to be President
Trump’s #2. Dennis Prager discusses the modern evangelicals’ unsettling exodus from the primary
shaping force of Christianity, the Bible. Hugh Hewitt presses US Attorney General Jeff Sessions to
explain the policy for separating immigrant children from their parents after they cross the border
illegally. Mike Gallagher discusses the Democrats’ opposition to the President’s “right to try” law which
grants terminally ill patients access to experimental treatments that have not yet been cleared by the FDA.

June 17th, 2018
Summit in Singapore and the North Korean Future
Hugh Hewitt and Phillip Rucker, White House Bureau Chief at the Washington Post, talk about President
Trump’s press conference following the U.S. – North Korea summit. Hugh Hewitt joins with South
Carolina Senator Lindsay Graham for the senator’s take on the summit. Dennis Prager discusses the
possibility of fear playing a role in bringing North Korea to the table. Mike Gallagher talks with South



Carolina GOP nominee Katie Arrington about her primary victory. Dennis Prager is joined by California
State Senator John Moorlach for a discussion about California AB2943 and where it is headed. Michael
Medved explains why women outnumber men in college graduations and then closes out the show by
explaining why he thinks the so-called “blue wave” may be wearing out its welcome.

June 24th, 2018
Trump Shifts on Border Issue: Uses Executive Order to Keep Families Together
Hugh Hewitt shares his reaction to the IG report saying the FBI has let us down. Michael Medved and
Andrew McCarthy, former Chief Assistant U.S. Attorney, and long-time friend of James Comey, also
discuss the report. Hugh Hewitt and Senator Tom Cotton talk about illegal immigration and the separation
of children from their parents. Mike Gallagher and Rich Lowry of the National Review attempt to explain
the illegal immigration family separation issue. Larry Elder put together a string of tough talk on
immigration from both the Left and the Right that include President Clinton, Senator Harry Reid and
President Obama. Dennis Prager and Gina Pastore discuss her book, Picking Up My Shattered Pieces.
Mike Gallagher highlights why certain news stories are deemed “more worthy” of media attention.

June July 1st, 2018
Freedom’s Foundations and Freedom’s Future: A Fourth of July Special
In this special Fourth of July edition, Dennis Prager and British writer Paul Johnson examine George
Washington’s role in the founding of our nation. Michael Medved looks at how the Boston Tea Party
came about. Hugh Hewitt and Dr. Larry Arnn, president of Hillsdale College, talk about the Declaration
of Independence. Dennis Prager looks at the Declaration of Independence if it were written today.
Michael Medved sent his son, Danny, out on the streets to see what people know, or don’t know, about
the 4th of July.

July 8th, 2018
First Amendment Victories and the High Court After Kennedy
Hugh Hewitt and Tom McCabe, CEO of the Freedom Foundation, discuss the U. S. Supreme Court
decision about unions in the public sector. Hugh Hewitt and Politico’s Jake Sherman look at how the
Senate vote might decide on the next U. S. Supreme Court justice to fill Justice Kennedy’s seat. Michael
Medved examines the U. S. Supreme Court’s decision to vacate the lower court’s decision on Arlene’s
Flowers. Michael Medved talks about the New York primary victory of Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. Larry
Elder talks with Professor John Eastman about congressional filibustering. Michael Medved and Arthur
Brooks explain what happens when we listen to each other across political divides. Listen to find out what
Larry Elder’s epiphany concerning Nancy Pelosi is all about.


